§6	HOW BALLADS SPREAD
become Hind Horn] in Spain Count Dirks is a ballad with ^ an
elaborate Carolingian setting, and a later Portuguese adaptation
was the legend of Frei Luis de Sousa. The tale appears in Denmark
as Finnekonster, a debased form, and in Russia in the fine 'bylina'
ofDobrynja andAljosa Popovic. There is a simplified Czech ballad
entitled" First Love, and the poem has flourished in the Balkans also
(Serbian Pomorovac Todor and Jankovic Stojaris Imprisonment,
Greek Constantine the Little, Rumanian Mosneagul).1 In all these
instances we are dealing with poems which reproduce most of the
essential details of the Moringer legend, though with changes of
name. There exist other poems, such as the French and German
Soldier's Return, the Polish Return by Night, the Piedmontese
Soldier's Return, and Sicilian Return of the Prisoner, which may or
may not be associated with the cycle. They shade off into a number
of other returns: the soldier or wanderer may not only find his wife
about to remarry, but actually remarried; or it may be a fiancee
who has died, or who has married some one else. Doubtless many
of these simple pieces have been spontaneously invented, but others
show connecting links.
The consideration of the Danish Aage and Elsa has been post-
poned in order to take it along with the Greek legend of Constantine
and Arete. In either case there is a revenant. But Aage is a dead
lover roused by the bitter tears of his fiancee to take her with him
to the grave; Constantine is a dead brother who is forced by his
mother's curse to fetch his sister home from a far country. She
dies, of course, after so terrific an experience; but that does not
seem sufficient reason to identify the two traditions. The power
of tears to disturb the dead is one motif; the might of a mother's
curse is quite different Aage and Elsa is a more powerful piece in
Danish than in the otherwise admirable Sweet William's Ghost.
The German ballads of the cycle are feeble, but they (with the
English poem) lead up to Burger's Lenore and the full flowering
of the ballad-cult. The Czechs and Hungarian gipsies have ballads
depending on the German. On the other hand, Constantine and
Arete is an equally vigorous creation of the Greeks. Its origin
seems to have been in Asia Minor, for it belongs to the older strata
of Hellenic balladry. In Macedonia it discovered a focus for radia-
tion into Rumania (Voichitd), Bulgaria (Laxar and Petkana),
Serbia (Jovo and his Sister), and Albania (Constantine, the Dead
1 See Note C, at the end of the book.

